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Long-term Goals
Explore and develop new ideas and methods for error covariance estimation and representation to improve mesoscale data assimilation and numerical weather prediction.

Objectives
Explore and develop new ways to study and estimate observation and background error covariances, especially the non-homogenous, non-isotropic and/or flow-dependent aspects of background error covariances. Explore new and efficient representations of the inverse covariances in the variational formulations for mesoscale data assimilation.

Approaches
Built upon the existing spectral correlation model in the innovation method, a new spline-spectral covariance model can be developed to estimate not only the background error correlation function but also the spatial variations of background error variance. The new method can be applied to innovation (observation minus forecast) data collected from Navy’s numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems.

The innovation method can be reformulated with a non-isotropic correlation model for high-resolution radar velocity innovation data. The reformulated method can estimate not only the mesoscale background error covariance but also the radar radial-velocity observation error variance and correlation between neighboring range gates and beams.

By using the proposed functional approach and generalized Fourier transformation, advanced mathematical formalisms can be developed to represent the inverse of the background error covariance by a differential operator, called D-operator. The D-operator can be used to improve the 3.5-dimensional variational (3.5dVar) radar data assimilation technique developed for the Navy’s Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS)
Major research activities and accomplishments

1. The spectral correlation model was extended into a new spline-spectral covariance model to refine the innovation method for error covariance estimation. The refined method can estimate the horizontal variation of the background error variance in addition to the background error correlation function. The refined method was applied to innovation data collected from the new Navy's Variational Data Assimilation System (NAVDAS). The estimated errors were compared with those obtained from the old Multivariate Optimum Interpolation (MVOI). The results revealed that the background errors were reduced by the new NAVDAS in comparison with the old MVOI (see the example in Fig. 1 of MMxu04a.doc in the FY04 progress report). The estimated error statistics provide useful information for future improvements of NAVDAS data assimilation.

2. A non-isotropic form of cross-covariance function between the radial component and tangential component (with respect to the radar beam direction) of background wind errors was derived. This cross-covariance function was used together with the auto-covariance function derived for the radial component to construct the background error covariance matrix and to analyze the vector wind field from Doppler radial-wind observations on the conical surface of radar scans. The utilities of these covariance functions for vector wind analyses were demonstrated by numerical experiments (Xu et al. 2005b).

The non-isotropic form of error correlation function for radial winds was used to reformulate the innovation method to estimate mesoscale error covariances from high-resolution radar radial-velocity innovation (observation minus forecast background) data. The reformulated method provided the first objective way with a statistical tool for radar velocity observation error covariance estimation. By relaxing the conventionally assumed non-correlation between observation errors, the method was shown to be able to estimate not only radar observation error variance but also observation error correlation between neighboring gates or beams of radar scans at very fine scales (see the example in Fig. 2 of MMxu05a.doc in the FY05 progress report).

The reformulated method was extended (from single) to multiple radars, so mesoscale background wind error covariance can be estimated from high-resolution wind innovation data from a network of radars. Data grouping strategies were designed to improve the computational efficiency of the method and to enhance its capability and accuracy in detecting radar data quality problems and estimating radar wind observation error to very high resolutions. The method was applied to radar observations collected by the Oklahoma City airport terminal Doppler weather radar (TDWR) and by the NSSL Dual-Polarization KOUN radar (Xu et al. 2003, 2005c). The method was also applied to the NSSL phased array radar observations collected for a squall line case (Xu et al. 2005a). With the fast phased array radar scans, radial-velocity innovation data can be accumulated rapidly and used nearly real time to estimate the radar observation error and background error covariances. The 3.5dVar radar data assimilation package was upgraded to use the estimated error covariances. This led to an integrated approach in phased array radar data assimilation (Xu et al. 2005a).
3. In the cost-function of three- or four-dimensional variational data assimilation, each term is weighted by the inverse of its associated error covariance matrix and the background error covariance matrix is usually much larger than other covariance matrices. Although the background error covariances are traditionally parameterized by simple smooth correlation functions, the covariance matrices constructed from these correlation functions are often too large to be inverted. By using the proposed functional approach, the background error covariance was formulated by an integral operator in the continuous limit. The inverse covariance was then derived, as an inverse operator, by using the generalized Fourier transformation. The derived inverse yielded a direct representation of the inverse covariance in the form of vector differential operator, called D-operator. This allows the background term to be formulated by the $L^2$ norm of a D-operator applied to the field of analysis increment, so the effect of the inverse error covariance matrix can be represented directly by a D-operator without inverting the matrix. The D-operator formulation was also extended to multivariate covariances (Xu 2005). Efficient algorithms were developed to construct D-operators for practical applications.

Numerical experiments were performed to compare the D-operator with the recursive filter. Each was further combined with a finite-element B-spline representation to reduce the dimension of control variable space and improve the computational efficiency. In combination with the B-spline representation, the D-operator was found to be more efficient than the recursive filter, but the recursive filter could improve the preconditioning for the minimization. Certain relationships between multivariate error variances and between multivariate error decorrelation lengths were derived and coded with the D-operator and recursive filter (in two different options) into the upgraded 3.5dVar radar data assimilation package. The upgraded 3.5dVar radar data assimilation package was delivered to NRL Monterey for nowcast applications and COAMPS radar data assimilation (Zhao et al. 2005).
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Error Covariance Estimation and Representation for Mesoscale Data Assimilation

The goal of this project is to explore and develop new methods of error covariance estimation and representation that can improve mesoscale data assimilation and numerical weather prediction. To this end, three research objectives were fulfilled: (i) A spline-spectral covariance model was developed to enhance the capability of the innovation method for error covariance estimation. (ii) Non-isotropic error correlation functions were derived for radar radial-wind analysis and used to reformulate the innovation method. The reformulated method provided the first objective way to statistically estimate not only radar observation error variance but also observation error correlation between neighboring gates or beams of radar scans at very fine scales. (iii) By using the advanced functional approach and generalized Fourier transformation, the inverse of a covariance function was shown to be representable by a vector differential operator, called D-operator. With D-operator representations, the inverses error covariance matrices can be formulated directly and efficiently in the cost-functions of variational data assimilation.

Numerical weather prediction and meteorological data assimilation.